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[1] A performance assessment of the Worldwide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN) is presented using the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) as ground truth, over unprecedented time and spatial scales. The study spans 3 years, from 5 April 2006 to 31 March 2009, throughout the contiguous United States. The capabilities of the network are shown to improve greatly from the first to the third year of the study, with an overall detection efficiency of cloud-to-ground flashes increasing from 3.88% in 2006–2007 to 10.30% in 2008–2009. The WWLLN cloud-to-ground detection efficiency is found to be strongly dependent on peak current and polarity, attaining values larger than 10% (35%) for currents stronger than ±35 kA (−130 kA) and values less than 2% for currents between 0 and −10 kA. The location accuracy is found to have a northward and westward bias, with average location errors of 4.03 km in the north-south and 4.98 km in the east-west directions, respectively. The WWLLN is shown to have strong limitations in capturing the diurnal cycle, missing both the timing of the maximum and minimum lightning activity (around 1600 and 0900 LT, respectively), and the amplitude of the cycle as well. It is found that in 3 h intervals, the number of flashes in the WWLLN has some proportionality to the number of flashes in the NLDN, suggesting that the WWLLN has strong potential for meteorological applications.


1. Introduction

[2] The Worldwide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN; operated by the University of Washington) is a developing, experimental lightning detection network increasingly used for applications. Some examples of the wide variety of applications are the quantification of lightning in African easterly waves as a precursor of Atlantic hurricane activity [Price et al., 2007], the search for sprite-induced signatures of middle atmospheric NO2 [Arnone et al., 2008], and the validation of an independent lightning detection network [Ortega, 2007]. The reliability of any of these applications depends on an understanding of the WWLLN’s capabilities. Although there have been efforts to evaluate the WWLLN, they are spatiotemporally limited and outdated (the network has practically doubled its number of sensors since the last evaluation). This work presents an evaluation of the WWLLN using the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) as ground truth. It spans an unprecedented time period of 3 years and geographical extent of continental scale.

[3] This work is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the two networks and the data sample of the study. A review of previous WWLLN evaluations is presented in section 3. The lightning activity in the data sample and an analysis of the coincident lightning detection efficiency (DE) and location accuracy (LA) is presented in sections 4 and 5. Section 6 presents the diurnal cycle, as captured by the two different networks, and a quantification of storm DE is presented in section 7. Section 8 summarizes and concludes the findings of this study.

2. The WWLLN and the NLDN

[4] The WWLLN (http://www.wwlln.com) locates lightning by using the time of group arrival (TOGA) of the very low frequency (VLF) radiation (3–30 kHz) from a lightning stroke. At each receiving site the dispersed waveform (“sferic”) is processed and the TOGA is determined from the progression of phase versus frequency using the whole wave train, lasting a millisecond or more [Dowden et al., 2002]. The stable propagation and low attenuation of VLF waves in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide allows a spacing of the receiver sites of thousands of kilometers, but the ionospheric interaction spectrally distorts the received waveform so that...
it is not straightforward to infer the vertical current magnitude or polarity.

[5] Figure 1 shows the locations of the 38 stations that formed the WWLLN toward the end of March 2009. Although it is ambiguous to refer to a specific number of receiver sites in operation during a period of time, as some have intermittent service (Robert Holzworth, personal communication, 2009), the network has substantially increased its number of sensors throughout the years, from approximately 28 in 2006 and 30 in 2007, to 32 in 2008 and 38 by the end of March 2009. Unlike most ground-based lightning detection networks, the WWLLN is generally thought to be equally capable of detecting cloud-to-ground (CG) and intracloud (IC) flashes with similar DE as long as they have comparable peak current and channel length [Lay et al., 2004; Rodger et al., 2005, 2006; Jacobson et al., 2006].

[6] The NLDN (operated by the Vaisala Thunderstorm Unit; Cummins and Murphy [2009]) provides estimations of a variety of CG lightning characteristics: stroke location, polarity, peak current, and flash multiplicity. The primary objective of the NLDN retrieval is to detect CG flashes; however, some strong IC flashes are included due to limitations of the retrieval and processing of the data. Since April 2006, events with peak currents between 0 and 15 kA and all positive (negative) events with peak-to-zero time \( \leq 15 \mu s \) \((\leq 12 \mu s)\) are considered cloud discharges and are eliminated from the database [Fleenor et al., 2009].

[7] In the version of the NLDN data used in this study, the flash information is available with 1 s time resolution and with the peak current of the first stroke assigned to the flash. The NLDN detects lightning using both time-of-arrival and direction information through Improved Accuracy through Combined Technology (IMPACT) Enhanced Sensitivity and Performance sensors since a system-wide upgrade that took place during 2002 and 2003 (the previous NLDN configuration, from 1995 to 2002, contained both time-of-arrival Lightning Position and Tracking System sensors and combined time-of-arrival IMPACT sensors and magnetic direction-finding sensors; Jerauld et al. [2005]).

[8] Biagi et al. [2007] carried out evaluation experiments during 2003 and 2004 and showed a NLDN flash DE of 93% in Arizona and 92% in Texas and Oklahoma. The stroke DE was found to be substantially lower, 68% (77%) in Arizona (Texas and Oklahoma). The primary cause of the NLDN missing strokes was that the peak of the electromagnetic field associated with them was below the NLDN detection threshold. The average DE for negative first strokes, usually stronger than subsequent flashes [Biagi et al., 2007, Table 5], was 92%. The experiments discussed by Biagi et al. [2007] also show very high LA, with a median of 0.424 km in Arizona and 0.279 km in Texas and Oklahoma. Although the study of Biagi et al. [2007] is based on a limited number of flashes (about 1300), they conducted their experiments in two different geographical regions and in two different time periods with consistent results, suggesting their conclusions are robust.

[9] Studies carried out before (and during) the 2002–2003 NLDN upgrade have also shown a very high DE between 80% and 90% [Cummins et al., 1998; Idone et al., 1998a] and very high LA, on the order of 1 km or less. Jerauld et al. [2005] estimated a LA of about 0.6 km using data from rocket-triggered lightning in Florida in the summers of 2001–2003. Cummins et al. [1998] obtained a mean LA estimation of 0.5–1.0 km using an idealized model over most of the continental United States for flashes stronger than \( \pm 5 \) kA, and Idone et al. [1998b] obtained a LA of 0.435 km using video camera recordings of flashes as ground truth over Albany, New York, during the summers of 1994–1996.

3. Comparisons Between the WWLLN and Other Lightning Location Networks

[10] There are a number of comparisons between the WWLLN and other lightning location technologies. Such comparisons constitute the main evidence for the WWLLN DE and LA. The technologies used to evaluate the WWLLN are other ground-based networks and, to a lesser extent, satellite systems. Lay et al. [2007] used the photodiode detector on the Fast On-Orbit Recording of Transient Events satellite [Suszczynsky et al., 2000] to analyze global spatial variations in WWLLN DE. Over North America, they found a relative

Figure 1. Locations of the 38 WWLLN stations (black circles) operative toward the end of March 2009.
DE of 0.9%, much lower than the WWLLN DEs reported in studies comparing the WWLLN to other ground-based networks (see below) because the majority of the satellite-based detections are IC flashes, whereas the WWLLN mainly detects CG flashes.

Table 1 summarizes the published comparisons of the WWLLN against other ground-based networks. The table shows that the DE of the WWLLN is generally very low, a few percent of the total lightning. This limitation of the WWLLN offers the challenge of how to use its data meaningfully. This challenge can only be met by a thorough understanding of the characteristics of the data. Table 1 also shows large discrepancies in both the DE and LA estimations. DE was evaluated to be 0.3% [Lay et al., 2004] in March 2003 over a region of Brazil, whereas in the latest evaluation, carried out from April to September 2004 over a region of Florida, DE was evaluated to be close to 4% for peak currents larger than −50 kA [Jacobson et al., 2006]. The highest WWLLN DE reported is 13% over a region in Australia [Rodger et al., 2005].

There are a number of reasons that may account for the discrepancies in the results summarized in Table 1. Some of the reasons pertain to the configuration of the WWLLN itself. For example, the network has substantially increased its number of sensors throughout the years. The number of sensors went from 11 during its first evaluation in 2003 to 20 during the latest evaluation in 2004. The network has also incorporated increasingly more sophisticated signal processing algorithms [Rodger et al., 2004, 2005, 2009]. Additionally, the WWLLN is expected to have different capabilities in different parts of the world due to the variations in network density (see Figure 1).

Another reason for the discrepancies between the previous WWLLN evaluations has to do with the diversity of networks used as ground truth to evaluate the WWLLN. These networks have their own limited DE, usually estimated to be around 80%, e.g., the Brazilian Integrated Network [Lay et al., 2004], Kattron [Brundell et al., 2002], and the New Zealand Lightning Detection Network [Rodger et al., 2006]. Most of these networks focus their detection on CG flashes, but one of them, the Los Alamos Sferic Array [Jacobson et al., 2006], has comparable DE for CG and IC flashes, as long as they have comparable peak current and channel length. It is important to note that to estimate the overall DE from the networks that measure only CG flashes, rough estimates of the corresponding number of IC flashes are made. To do this, Rodger et al. [2004, 2005] assumed that there are 3.5 times more IC flashes than CG flashes following Mackerras et al. [1998].

The described WWLLN evaluations have substantial spatiotemporal limitations as well. Table 1 shows the size of the evaluation area. The largest areas of evaluation have been ∼15° × 15° by Lay et al. [2004] and Rodger et al. [2006]. This local scale of the evaluation area lays in stark contrast with the global scale of the WWLLN. Global-scale evaluation can only be accomplished by satellite comparison, but these technologies have their own limitations and are not suitable for a WWLLN DE and LA assessment as noted in the work of Lay et al. [2007]. Besides the spatial limitation, the time interval of the evaluations has also been limited, with only one evaluation spanning a period of time longer than a year and none reaching 2 years. This limitation has precluded a systematic assessment of the time evolution of the WWLLN. The period of evaluation has ranged from 15 months [Rodger et al., 2006] to a couple of days [Rodger et al., 2004]. The latter reference and Lay et al. [2004] used less than 700 WWLLN flashes to draw their conclusions. With such a small sample, part of the discrepancy in the estimation of the WWLLN capabilities presented in Table 1 may be due to the limited sample size.

Finally, besides the spatiotemporal limitations of the WWLLN evaluations, they are also outdated. Since the last evaluation, when the number of sensors was 20 (December 2004), the network has grown substantially to approximately 38 sensors toward the end of March 2009 and to over 40 at the time of writing. The WWLLN is thus overdue for a thorough evaluation of its DE and LA capabilities.

4. Lightning Activity in the Sample

The WWLLN evaluation presented in this work spans 5 April 2006 to 31 March 2009. Within this time period, the reported flashes in each network from 25°N to 45°N and from 125°W to 75°W are considered. Following the advice of the WWLLN developers, only those lightning locations that triggered at least five sensors and that had residuals ≤30 µs are regarded as good locations and are included in this analysis. The processing algorithm to obtain the data of this analysis is the latest released, and it has been estimated that the algorithm generates 63% more lightning locations than the previous algorithms [Rodger et al., 2009].

Regarding the NLDN, the application of the criteria to filter out IC flashes (see section 2) leaves no positive flashes with peak current ≤±15 kA. The number of WWLLN and NLDN flashes per year included in this study is presented in Table 2.

Figure 2 shows flash density for 5 April 2006 to 31 March 2007 and 1 April 2008 to 31 March 2009 computed in units of the number of flashes per square kilometer per year, as captured by each network. Notice that the contour interval limits for the NLDN are an order of magnitude larger than those for the WWLLN. It can be seen that the WWLLN roughly captures the geographic variability of flash density exhibited by the NLDN. The maximum in flash density over the central United States is clearly reproduced in 2008–2009 and is also present to a lesser extent in 2006–2007 when the number of flashes reported by the WWLLN
was remarkably smaller (see Table 2). The maximum in flash density over western Mexico associated with the North American Monsoon and the flash density signature of the region’s topographical features are well captured by the WWLLN, as is the relative minimum on the western side of the Appalachian Mountains. The Gulf Stream flash density maximum is also very well captured by the WWLLN, and since the DE of the NLDN decreases with the distance from the shore, this feature is likely to be better represented by the WWLLN.

Interestingly, in the region of Florida, the contrast in flash density between continental and oceanic surfaces seen by the NLDN is apparently not captured by the WWLLN. This discrepancy may be a manifestation of the bias that the WWLLN has toward stronger flashes (see section 5.1). According to the NLDN peak current estimates over a region of the Florida peninsula (from 26.0°N to 27.5°N and 82°W to 80°W), the average peak current (independent of polarity) is 18.39 kA, whereas over an oceanic region just east of Florida (for the same parallels but between 80°W and 78°W), it is 28.24 kA. Stronger flashes over the ocean than over the continental region of the southeastern United States have been documented by many authors [i.e., Lyons et al., 1998; Orville and Huffines, 2001; Steiger and Orville, 2002, 2003], and Lyons et al. [1998] proposed that the high conductivity of the underlying saltwater may be the reason for the large number of intense negative CG flashes striking the ocean. However, it remains unclear whether the observed increase is the result of a change in the relationship between flash signal strength and peak current over salt water or an actual peak current enhancement [Pessi et al., 2009] or even if the higher conductivity of the ocean water is the only causative factor [Lyons et al., 1998; Orville and Huffines, 2001; Steiger and Orville, 2002, 2003].

Another factor possibly contributing to the WWLLN not showing the continent versus ocean contrast seen in the NLDN could be differences in the IC-CG ratio, termed Z, between these two surfaces. However, a lack of documented Z differences between land and ocean precludes further analysis at this time.

### Table 2. Number of Flashes Reported by the WWLLN and the NLDN, by Year, Between 25°N–45°N and 125°W–75°W

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All WWLLN flashes</td>
<td>2,732,366</td>
<td>3,228,444</td>
<td>6,154,394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All (CG) NLDN flashes</td>
<td>29,614,920</td>
<td>27,567,606</td>
<td>24,839,997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coincidences</td>
<td>1,147,815</td>
<td>1,346,692</td>
<td>2,558,809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG DE (%)</td>
<td>3.88</td>
<td>4.89</td>
<td>10.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IC DE (%)</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>4.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CG + IC DE (%)</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>6.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* All coincident flashes and the estimated DE are included. See the text for an explanation on how the estimations are performed.

### Figure 2. Flash density in number of flashes per square kilometer per year, for (top) 2006–2007 and (bottom) 2008–2009 as seen by (left) the NLDN and (right) the WWLLN.
from ±25 [Rodger et al., 2005] to ±0.5 ms [Rodger et al., 2006]. With this narrow range, the time window has been the primary parameter of identification for coincident events. The typical spatial window in previous studies has ranged from 50 to 100 km. Alternatively, Rodger et al. [2006] verified the WWLLN without any spatial criterion. They argued that the small time window (±0.5 ms) by itself would suffice to identify coincident lightning.

[20] In the current study, the space window will serve as the primary parameter of identification of coincident events since the available data from the NLDN has the coarse time resolution of 1 s. The WWLLN LA has been estimated to be between 15 and 20 km [Jacobson et al., 2006] and even more precise by other studies [Rodger et al., 2005]. Rodger et al. [2004] estimated the LA to be 30 km, but that estimation was done with only 2 days of data during January 2003. On the basis of these results, the space window we use is a circle of 20 km radius. To assess the effects of this choice on the LA results, 15 and 30 km are also tested.

[21] Regarding the time window, the WWLLN has a resolution of microseconds, and for comparison with the NLDN, each WWLLN flash is assigned the closest whole second to the time of its occurrence. Once WWLLN discharges have been assigned the closest second of their occurrence, events reported by the two networks within the same second and up to 20 km from each other are considered coincident lightning. In the rest of the study, we assume our choice of space/time window sufficient to identify coincident lightning.

[22] With the NLDN time resolution constraint (1 s), it is not possible to determine with absolute certainty whether the identified coincident flashes are also coincident strokes. However, to determine the peak current of coincident flashes (sections 5.1 and 6), it is assumed that coincident flashes are also coincident strokes. Since the WWLLN DE is biased toward stronger discharges and the NLDN assigns the peak current of the first stroke to the flash, which is often the strongest [Biagi et al., 2007; their Table 5], more often than not, the identified coincident flashes are also expected to be coincident strokes. However, in those cases where one of the subsequent strokes had the largest peak current, our methodology is likely to underestimate the peak current of the discharge located by the WWLLN.

5.1. Detection Efficiency

[23] Table 2 shows the yearly total number of flashes as reported by each network, the coincident events and estimations of the DE of CG, IC, and all (CG + IC) flashes. The DE of CG flashes is calculated directly as the percentage of NLDN (CG) flashes that had a WWLLN coincident event. In this estimation, as in previous publications [e.g., Jacobson et al., 2006], it is assumed that the NLDN is the ground truth (with a DE of 100%). This assumption may result in an overestimation of the WWLLN DE proportional to the departure of the NLDN DE from 100%, or an underestimation of the WWLLN DE proportional to the number of flashes missed by the NLDN and captured by the WWLLN. Therefore, the results in this section should be considered carefully.

[24] To calculate the DE of IC and all (CG + IC) flashes, an estimation of the number of IC flashes must be made. This estimation is traditionally obtained from the measured number of CG flashes, by assuming a value for Z. Until recently however, Z estimates have been relatively rare and have a wide range of values: Mackerras et al. [1998] estimated a global value of Z of 3.5, De Souza et al. [2008] found Z ranging from 2 to 12 in Southeastern Brazil, and Rivas and de Pablo [2007] obtained an average Z of 3.48 with large variability in their domain of study over the Iberian Peninsula. A recent estimate over the continental United States, using the NLDN and the Optical Transient Detector from 1995 to 1999, yielded a somewhat smaller value of $2.94 \pm 1.28$ with large spatial variability [Boccippio et al., 2001, Figure 2]. Considering these results, $Z = 3$ was assumed in this work. A variation of 1% in the value of $Z$ would result in a variation of about 1% in the IC DE estimation and about 0.74% in the estimation of the DE of all (CG + IC) flashes. It is also assumed that all of the non-coincident WWLLN events are IC flashes, as the analysis in section 7 suggests and as previous studies have argued [Rodger et al., 2005]. The overall (CG + IC) DE was estimated adding the NLDN (CG) flashes to the estimate of IC flashes and taking the resulting number as ground truth.

[25] The WWLLN DE has been steadily increasing with time in the region of study. Table 2 shows that, for every flash category, the DE increased by a factor of approximately 2.5 from 2006–2007 to 2008–2009. The table also shows that the number of flashes increased steadily from around 2.7 million in 2006–2007 to around 3.2 million in 2007–2008 and to more than 6 million in 2008–2009. The increase over the years considered, with the largest increase in 2008–2009, has occurred with an increase in the number of sensors in the network (see section 2) and is consistent with Rodger et al. [2009] who found an increase in the global detection from 18.1 million flashes in 2005 to 24.4 and 28.1 million in 2006 and 2007, respectively. Table 2 shows that the IC DE is consistently about 45% of the CG DE. This is somewhat higher than the previously reported 38% in the study by Rodger et al. [2005]. This discrepancy may be a direct result of the choice of Z value, as when the results are computed with $Z = 3.5$, the IC DE becomes 40% of the CG DE.

[26] A number of coincidences (484,730; 0.59% of the total NLDN flashes and 9.59% of the coincidences) occurred between one WWLLN flash and two or more NLDN flashes (up to seven, with only two cases of six coincidences and one case with seven coincidences). Coincidences with two NLDN flashes were the majority of these multiple coincidences (452,287; 0.55% of the NLDN flashes and 8.95% of the coincidences). This multiplicity of coincidences is a consequence of the coarse time window used in this study given by the time resolution of the NLDN data available. It is not possible to distinguish which of the NLDN flashes in the multiple coincidence cases was actually the one located by the WWLLN, and the rest of the study focuses only on those flashes with one coincidence. This may be introducing a bias in our results, since with this, we will be removing those events with multiple flashes within the same second and in the same 20 km radius, the implications of which are discussed below.

[27] Figure 3a shows the distributions of NLDN estimated peak current for all the NLDN-detected flashes (solid line) and the subset that had a coincidence with the WWLLN (dashed line) in bins of 2 kA. It shows that the sample is heavily weighted toward negative flashes, consistent with...
the climatology of the continental United States [Carey et al., 2003; Orville and Huffines, 2001]. Since the NLDN peak current is obtained from the first NLDN detected stroke, cases of coincident flashes in which the strongest NLDN stroke is actually a subsequent one are likely to be assigned a lower peak current than the one that triggered the WWLLN receivers. These cases would bias the coincident flash peak current toward smaller values, but since the first NLDN-detected stroke tends to be stronger than subsequent strokes [Biagi et al., 2007], these cases are not expected to dominate the distribution in Figure 3. Indeed, Figure 3 shows that the NLDN subset with WWLLN coincidences is shifted to higher current amplitudes with respect to the background distribution, consistent with previous studies [Lay et al., 2004; Rodger et al., 2004, 2005; Jacobson et al., 2006] and confirming the WWLLN DE bias toward stronger peak current events and suggesting that the assumption of coincident flashes as coincident strokes is adequate.

Using the subset of coincident events, Figure 3b shows the WWLLN DE estimation as a function of peak current. This estimation is calculated for each 2 kA bin, dividing the number of coincident flashes by the number of all flashes detected by the NLDN, as in the work of Jacobson et al. [2006]. The large study sample resulted in a substantial amount of data available in every bin of the range considered, with the smallest number of coincident flashes in a single bin corresponding to the range −151 to −149 kA with 1898 events. Despite the fact that the figure contains an underestimation of the actual WWLLN DE in the sample (recall that 9.59% of the coincidences, the cases of multiple coincidences, are omitted from this analysis), it shows higher WWLLN DE than previously reported, reaching more than 35% for the strongest negative currents. The DE decreases with decreasing peak amplitude down to a minimum of 1.14% in the −3 to −5 kA bin. Peak currents stronger than −35 kA (−55 kA) have a DE higher than 10% (20%). As is the case for the negative flashes, the DE of positive flashes grows with peak amplitude. The lowest DE in the positive peak current range studied is 3.26% in the 15–17 kA bin. From that bin, the DE grows to a maximum of 20% for the strongest flashes considered. Figure 3b shows a higher DE than the one reported for CG events by Jacobson et al. [2006]. The difference may be the result of the improvement in network density since the time of the Jacobson et al. [2006] study (summer 2004) and the use in this study of the new signal-processing algorithm described by Rodger et al. [2009].

5.2. Location Accuracy

Although spatial location biases depend on a number of factors including lightning climatology and Earth-ionosphere waveguide conditions and therefore cannot be compared between two different regions of the world and
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**Figure 3.** (a) Distribution of NLDN-estimated peak current for all flashes (solid line) and those flashes with WWLLN coincidences (dashed line) and (b) distribution of WWLLN flash detection efficiency. Bin size is 2 kA.
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**Figure 4.** Distributions of NLDN-WWLLN zonal (solid) and meridional (dashed) location differences for 15 (light gray), 20 (dark gray), and 30 km (black) spatial window. Bin size is 5 km.
two different time periods, here we review the previous results published in the literature regarding LA to contextualize the presented results. In previous studies, there is no consensus on the direction of the bias. In the zonal direction, an eastward bias was found, with an average of $7.3\text{ km}$ by Lay et al. [2004] and with a median of $\sim 8\text{ km}$ by Rodger et al. [2005]. However, Rodger et al. [2005] found a westward bias with a median of $\sim 0.9\text{ km}$, in agreement with the results of Jacobson et al. [2006, Figure 3]. In the meridional direction, a northward bias was found, with an average of $3.2\text{ km}$ by Lay et al. [2004] and with a median of $\sim 2.8\text{ km}$ by Rodger et al. [2005], in agreement with the results of Jacobson et al. [2006, Figure 3]. Rodger et al. [2004], however, found a southward bias with a median of $\sim 1\text{ km}$.

Despite the lack of consensus in previous studies on the direction of the bias, the results of this work are roughly consistent with them in that there is a wider distribution of location errors in the zonal direction (see Figure 4). The results of this work also agree with the rest of the studies discussed in this section in that the WWLLN bias is small enough to ensure that WWLLN locations are indicative of the convective system in which they are taking place but perhaps not of the individual convective cell.

6. Diurnal Cycle

Figure 5a shows the diurnal cycle of all the discharges in the data sample, as captured by the NLDN (solid) and the WWLLN (dashed). For the diurnal cycle calculations, the lightning flashes were assigned their local mean solar time (LT), a function of longitude, such that the Sun crosses the local meridian at 1200 LT. In Figure 5a, the data are separately normalized to facilitate comparison of the time variation in flash density reported by each network. The NLDN exhibits a diurnal variation with a maximum at 1600 LT and a minimum at 0900 LT. The amount of flashes at the maximum is 5 times larger than at the minimum. These results are consistent with the 5 year, NLDN-based study by Zajac and Rutledge [2001], which shows a similar structure of the diurnal variation with flash rates peaking between 1400 and 1600 LT.

The WWLLN exhibits a very different diurnal structure. It has two maxima, the largest at 1900 LT and a
smaller and broader maximum between 0800 and 1100 LT. The two associated minima occur at 0400 and 1700 LT. The weaker minimum occurs at 1700 LT, close to the timing of the only maximum in nature evidenced by the NLDN. A number of factors are related to this diurnal cycle structure. The effects of including ocean in the domain of study, the changing WWLLN receiver distribution, changes in ionospheric composition throughout the day, and the variation of the diurnal cycle with flash strength are explored as possible causes below.

[34] Lay et al. [2007, Figure 5a] studied the diurnal cycle over North America separating land and oceanic domains. In their continental case, a weak, secondary maximum can be distinguished at 0700 LT, although dramatically weaker than the main maximum at 1900 LT. The oceanic diurnal cycle has much smaller amplitude than its continental counterpart and contains two broad and subtle maxima: the stronger peaking around 0000 LT and the weaker peaking around 1000 LT. This is consistent with many other studies that show an early morning maximum in oceanic lightning and rainfall [e.g., Lucas and Orville, 1996; Petersen et al., 1996; Nesbitt and Zipser, 2003; Zipser et al., 2006].

[35] To assess the extent to which the inclusion of ocean in our domain could be influencing the diurnal cycle structure captured by the WWLLN, a second, continent-only domain, extending from 32°N to 45°N and from 82°W to 115°W, is considered. Figure 5b shows the diurnal cycle as captured by the NLDN (solid) and the WWLLN (dashed) in the continent-only domain, for 2006–2007 (thin lines), 2007–2008 (medium lines), and 2008–2009 (thick lines). The flashes were separated by year to test whether the increasing number of WWLLN sensors may factor into the discrepancies between the networks. For the NLDN, Figure 5b shows that the diurnal cycle maintains its general structure and timing, with slightly more accentuated amplitude as expected from the exclusion of the oceanic portion of the domain. Figure 5b also shows some interannual variability with a larger proportion of flashes overnight and into the morning hours in the year 2008–2009. This larger amount of flashes could be the result of higher flash density during 2008–2009 over Nebraska, Kansas, and Oklahoma, as well as the western parts of Iowa, Missouri, and Arkansas (Figure 2), due to eastward propagating mesoscale convective systems that contribute strongly to the diurnal cycle of precipitation in this longitude band from the evening to midnight hours [Carbone et al., 2002; Carbone and Tuttle, 2008].

[36] The WWLLN diurnal cycle in the continent-only domain still presents two daily maxima even when considering only continental flashes but with a much weaker morning peak (Figure 5b). This decrease in the morning peak shows progressive changes with time, and although some of these changes could be related to interannual variability, it is likely that they are mostly due to the improvements in network density (section 2). As time advances and network density improves, the WWLLN diurnal cycle shows a progressive diminishment of the relative minima in lightning activity and the morning maximum gets smaller relative to the late afternoon maximum. In addition, the WWLLN late afternoon maximum is shifting to earlier times, in closer agreement with the NLDN.

[37] Besides the possible influence of including ocean in the domain of study and improvements in network density, a lower ability of the WWLLN to locate lightning around local noon is expected because of higher electromagnetic signal attenuation under the daytime ionosphere associated with ionization density changes in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide [Watt, 1967]. Rodger et al. [2006] showed that the detection range for a particular receiver is larger around local midnight than around local noon (see their Figure 11). Changes in DE associated with day versus night environments have also been investigated using the Long-range Lightning Detection Network by Pessi et al. [2009] who found a flash DE in the north Central Pacific in the range of 17%–23% (40%–61%) for daytime (nighttime) conditions.

[38] Different diurnal cycles of different flash strengths may also be playing a role in the observed WWLLN diurnal cycle. Using NLDN data for 14 summer months (1991–1995), Lyons et al. [1998] documented a double maxima of negative CG flashes stronger than ~75 kA over the continental United States, with the stronger maximum before midnight and the weaker in the early afternoon. Figures 5c and 5d show the diurnal cycle of NLDN and WWLLN negative coincident flashes separated by peak current. In Figures 5c and 5d, each line corresponds to a bin of 30 kA, with the thickness of the line proportional to the strength of the flashes, i.e., the thinnest line includes the weakest flashes (up to ~30 kA) and the thickest includes the strongest flashes considered (~120 to ~150 kA). Each line has been independently normalized to facilitate comparison. In the bin including the weakest flashes there might be a larger (with respect to the rest of the bins) incidence of cases where coincident flashes are not coincident strokes. In these events, a weaker peak current (of the first stroke that the NLDN uses as the flash peak current) is assigned to the coincident flash when it is possible that the discharge located by the WWLLN might be one of the subsequent (stronger) strokes. However, it is unlikely that this relative higher incidence of the underestimation of flash peak current would dominate the diurnal cycle for the bin with the weakest flashes since the bin has a large amount of events (see Figure 3a), and in general, the first stroke tends to be the strongest [Biagi et al., 2007].

[39] Figure 5c shows that the NLDN itself shows a secondary maximum for the stronger flashes that increases with flash peak current magnitude. The double maximum structure found is in agreement with the study by Lyons et al. [1998], but the timing is different and the relative strength of the maxima is reversed for the strongest flashes. Despite the NLDN exhibiting double maxima for the stronger flashes, a comparison between Figures 5c and 5d suggests that the WWLLN double maximum is not a result of the DE bias that this network has toward stronger flashes. Thus, the strong peak current bias in the WWLLN is not likely to explain the differences between the NLDN and WWLLN diurnal cycles, and the authors are currently investigating the topic in further detail.

[40] Although the effects of including ocean in the original domain of study, the changing WWLLN receiver density, as well as the effects of changes in ionosphere composition throughout the day and variation of the diurnal cycle with flash strength all have an impact on the observed...
where $A_{Nm}$ and $A_{Nm}$ are the sums of all the bins in the domain for the time $m$ for the WWLLN and the NLDN, respectively. $C_{NWm}$ is the covariance of the networks. The normalized spatial correlation (SC) between the NLDN and WWLLN is the ratio of $C_{NWm}$ to the geometric mean of $A_{Nm}$ and $A_{Nm}$.

[43] A total of 4098 three hour cases with flashes are contained in our sample. The SC versus the geometric mean of the WWLLN and NLDN autocovariances is shown in Figure 6. The geometric mean of the autocovariances is used as a measure of the overall lightning activity recorded by the networks. Figure 6 shows that the SC can take any value between 0 and 1 and tends to be higher with increasing recorded lightning activity, with a strong clustering of the data toward higher correlation and higher geometric means. This strong relationship is a remarkable result given that the two networks do not measure exactly the same type of discharges. It confirms that the WWLLN data are a source of information with the potential to identify regions of electrical activity on the mesoscale and synoptic scales.

[44] The year 2007–2008 contained 2000 three hour cases with flashes, almost half of those in the sample. This year had a median geometric mean of 68,285, considerably smaller than the medians of 2006–2007 and 2008–2009, 135,132 and 344,144 respectively. The tendency of the spatial correlation to be smaller at smaller geometric means resulted in the year 2007–2008 having the smallest median spatial correlation in the sample, 0.63. The medians for 2006–2007 and 2008–2009 are 0.68 and 0.75, respectively. The strong spatial correlation found indicates that the lightning activity located by both networks is very often occurring within the same region, regardless if the flashes meet our definition of coincident or not. This is evidence that the WWLLN events with no corresponding NLDN event are IC events and not false detections, as previous authors have argued [Jacobson et al., 2006].

[45] An interesting feature of the chosen metric is reflected in the lower left of Figure 6. There, an alignment of dots along curves can be distinguished. This alignment is the result of the occurrence of cases with the same number of flashes in the WWLLN ($A_{Nm}$) for a different number of flashes in the NLDN ($A_{Nm}$). When the plotted metric SC is computed for several cases with the same $A_{Nm}$, the metric is only a function of $A_{Nm}$ and takes the functional form exhibited by the point alignment. For cases with the same $A_{Nm}$, SC will take on smaller and smaller values as $A_{Nm}$ increases and the correlation relationship between $A_{Nm}$ and $A_{Nm}$ vanishes.

[46] As noted earlier, the WWLLN’s overall performance is expected to be better at nighttime. However, the separation of those flashes located during the night from those located during the day is not clear-cut. WWLLN sensors are sparse around the world with distances separating them on the order of thousands of kilometers, frequently spanning across several time zones (Figure 1). The WWLLN requires that at least five sensors identify the same discharge for it to be considered accurately located. This is, for the same discharge, some sensors can be triggered on the daytime side of the world while others involved in its location may be on the nighttime side. For most lightning events, especially those occurring close to dawn or dusk, the generated sferic is likely to be propagated under a mixture of both day and
night Earth–ionosphere waveguides toward the sensors that are used to determine its location.

To evaluate night versus day WWLLN performance, we use the SC statistic described above. We consider those 3 h bins occurring between 1000 and 1600 LT as day cases and those that occurred between 2200 and 0400 LT as night cases. This separation was chosen to exclude from the comparison the time bins with lightning events whose sferics are more likely to be traveling over both the day and night waveguides. This separation leads to 1205 night cases and 934 day cases. The median of the night cases is higher than that for the day cases, 0.74 versus 0.69. Comparison of the two distributions using a rank–sum test gave \( P < 0.001 \), leading us to conclude that the two distributions are indeed different.

8. Summary and Conclusion

The performance of the Worldwide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN), a developing, experimental network increasingly used for applications, is examined. The assessment of the WWLLN capabilities is carried out here by comparing it with the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN), a network with high DE across the continental United States. Although there have been past efforts to evaluate the WWLLN, they are strongly spatiotemporally limited and outdated. The evaluation campaign here spans from 5 April 2006 to 31 March 2009. Within this time period, the reported flashes in each network from 25°N to 45°N and from 125°W to 75°W are considered.

The capabilities of the network improve strongly from 2006–2007 to 2008–2009, with an overall DE of CG flashes changing from 3.88% in 2006–2007 to 10.30% in 2008–2009. According to an estimate of the IC activity, the DE of all flashes changed from 2.31% to 6.19%, whereas the IC flashes reported the lowest DE of all flash categories changing from 1.78% to 4.82% from 2006–2007 to 2008–2009. The WWLLN DE is found to be strongly dependent on peak current and polarity, reaching values higher than 10% (35%) for currents of \( \pm 35 \) kA (\( \pm 130 \) kA) and stronger. The DE decreases with peak current to reach a minimum of 1.14% for the flashes with peak currents between \(-3\) and \(-5\) kA. LA is found to have northward and westward biases of 4.03 and 4.98 km, respectively.

Despite these encouraging results, the WWLLN has strong limitations. The diurnal cycle is not captured by the network over the continental United States. It shows a diurnal cycle structure with two maxima and with a minimum close to the time of maximum lightning activity (1600 LT). Our analysis shows that the inclusion of oceanic flashes in the WWLLN bias toward stronger flashes explain part, but not all, of this structure. Despite the limitations of the WWLLN, it is found that it has the ability to capture the electrical discharge activity on the mesoscale, with a quantification of the spatial correlation between the WWLLN and the NLDN as high as 0.75 in 2008–2009.

The described capabilities of the WWLLN in its first continental scale and multiyear assessment suggest that different applications could meaningfully use and take advantage of its constantly improving data. However, when using such data caution must be exerted, since the network does have limitations, mainly its low DE and lack of ability to capture the diurnal cycle.
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